=ceforul=1984==20==Host Jafo_AGM says:
=Star Trek: Apache - Episode #8
==Week # 2
==Mission: "Double Helix"
=20
=Host Jafo_AGM says:
=Apache has docked successfully at the repair facility 092 =and the senior staff with the exception of CMO Naegle has beamed down =for the banquet.
=20
=Host Jafo_AGM says:
==20CMO Naegle and her staff are still busy in sickbay with the numerous =cases of the Thelusian flu reported. So as not to infect the people on =W'Lendan Prime, Captain Turnbull has ordered testing of the crew =attending the ball.
=20
=Host Jafo_AGM says:
==20However, the virus has managed to elude tricorder readings and, while at =the ball, all the senior staff has experienced high fevers and elevated =hormone levels. Many are heavily under the influence and have begun to =carry out what they already cannot=20control.
=20
=Host Jafo_AGM says:
=It is making Ponn Far look like a birthday party.
=20
=Host Jafo_AGM says:
=<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 2 >>>>>>>>>>
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::slowly raises his head off the bed, looking down he can see a red =stain on the sheet::  Self:  What... the...?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::in Sickbay attending to the stricken::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::returns to the banquet hall:: Self: I’m hungry.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::tries to concentrate on the music in front of her::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Walks out of a room in the back, down a hall, back to the banquet =hall::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::In his quarters checking new messages::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::strums the harp with grace and follows the orchestral motions::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::is at the bar sitting comfortably waiting for this sensation to pass =... or to at least gain control of herself again::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::in Main Engineering, sitting at a work console, unable to =concentrate::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::moves slowly to his hands and knees, looks around at his discarded =clothes, jumps off the bed, almost losing his balance, and begins =reclaiming and putting on his clothes::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::looks around the room at the actions of the crew ... =trying not to make eye contact with anyone::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::sees a SF communiqué ... Reassignment?::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Sways as he plays; coming near end of the piece::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::tries not to look at the bartender ... but he's awful cute ... shuts =her eyes ... think "non-sexy thoughts ... non-sexy thoughts"::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=@::grunts and feels his bloodied head::  Computer: Site to site =transport ... me to USS Apache Sickbay.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::watches the maestros lead as the piece winds down::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Moves to join the rest of her troupe and picks up her instrument::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Looks up as Sophia returns and frowns as he brings the music to an =end::
=20
=Host Jafo_AGM says:
=ACTION: CTO Drathlai is immediately beamed back to the =Apache and materializes in the Apache's sickbay.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::moves her body fluidly as her hands move over the strings of the harp =with harmony and melody being produced::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::looks up at the stage as the piece comes to an end ... =quickly looks away::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::stumbles a bit::  CMO: Sir, umm, could I have some ... uh, help? =::motions to his bloodied forehead::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::sees CTO materialize in Sickbay::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::Reads the message::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Looks around the hall as they finish the piece::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Nods to the audience::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Looks at the music to see at what point they're at::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::applauds as the piece comes to an end::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::runs to help him to a bio-bed:: CTO:  What did you do to yourself, =Rikus?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::looks toward the bar and sees Kathleen, walks in her =direction:: COM: CMO: Have you made any progress in finding a treatment =for the Thelusian flu?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: A round of applause accompanies the end of this =piece and the conductor signals for the orchestra to take 5.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=Self: To be reassigned to the USS Ganymede as their Executive Officer.
=20
=Lilia says:
=::feels the conductor's hands flow through the air ordering a cease to =the music, and as she smiles she slowly retracts her hands finishing her =piece::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: sees the XO at the bar and walks over::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=<Caillau> ::walks up to the CEO and hands him a PADD:: CEO: Here is the =repair schedule, sir.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Moves to Sophia:: Sophia: Thought you'd be right back?
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::shakes his head::  CMO:  This ... one of the orchestra, I think ... =the flu... ::falls onto the bio-bed::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Glares back at Mondy:: Mondy: It was a longer break than I expected.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::sets her instrument aside::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::looks at the chronometer:: Self: Oh great ... the Banquet.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: looks over at Sophia and Mondy as she stands and walks over to the =two ::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Feels a little flushed and weak::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::stands and makes her way toward the bar for another drink::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::quickly downloads the reassignment orders onto a PADD and quickly =changes to Dress Whites::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::takes another sip of her brandy and looks up at the CO:: CO: No Sir I =haven't ... I've been ... umm ... a little busy. But I’ll get on =it right away.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::nods to the crewmembers thinking they are strange::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The entire senior staff of the Apache with the =exception of Mister Evans and Mister Drathlai finds themselves intensely =attracted to members of the opposite sex.=20Only with intense concentration can they manage to focus.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::looks up, startled:: Caillau: Oh, thank you, Ensign. ::takes the =PADD::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::steps up beside Kathleen:: XO:  Are you still sensing =the strong hormonal imbalance from the crew?  ::tries to loosen her =collar::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@XO: So how do you like this little get together so far Commander? :: =smiles::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::notices the CSO heading her way::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Notes how beautiful Sophia looks::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::helps CTO onto the bed and then answers the comm::  COM: CO: Captain, =I can't tell you what's causing it, but there appears to be a mutation =affecting the hormonal system.  This can lead to very ... interesting =consequences.
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Looks over at Lilia and whispers:: Lilia: We need to talk.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::bumps into the CSO and the XO:: CSO/XO: Oh, excuse me =... have you noticed how warm it's gotten in here? ::wipes his =forehead::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::gazes intently at the CSO:: CO: Yes... ::drifts off:: ...quite a bit.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@Mondy: How was my playing Mondy? :: looks at him affectionately ::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Smiles softly at the barkeep and orders a drink::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::reaches up to hold the wound::  CMO:  Please, I need this fixed ... I =need to tell the Captain something...
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=<Caillau> ::turns to leave, but hesitates:: CEO: If you don't mind me =asking, sir, is anything wrong?
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Sees Vokon approach the bar and her beauty staggers him::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::straightens up his uniform, grabs the PADD and hurries to the TR!::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::nods realizing that Kath heard her message to the Apache =... listens to the CMO, but notices Kathleen's break in speech::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::smiles as the barkeep hands her drink::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Sanad: It is a bit warm… :: Shakes his head::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::gets dermal regenerator to fix the CTO's wound::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Barkeep winks at Vokon as he hands over her =drink...
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::sits up slowly, to allow CMO access::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Self: Come on Ky snap out of it.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@COM: CMO:  So I see, ::looks around her:: Is there any =known treatment?
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::blushes slightly at the barkeep ::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::As a matter of fact all the females in the room suddenly overwhelm =him with their beauty::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::Rushes into the TR::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CTO:  Okay, we can stop the bleeding but you've got to calm down. =::applies regenerator::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::loosens her collar a little more ... revealing a little more:: Sanad: =Yes, it is warm ... maybe we should check the environmental controls.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=Crewman: One to beam down to the Banquet.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::steps onto the transporter pad::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::takes several deep breathes::  CMO: I'm so ... confused... ::fights =the urge to shake his head::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Turns to Lilia:: Lilia: Beautiful. ::as he looks her up and down::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::sips her drink and fans herself for a moment thinking too many people =in here ... its getting warm::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::stares at the CSO and a small smile begins to creep across her face::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Doctor Naegle's scans reveal absolutely no trace of =Thelusian Flu in CTO Drathlai.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::Materializes onto the surface::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::hesitates before answering:: Caillau: Nothing, ensign, nothing. Tell =me, how are handling your position?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=COM: CO:  Right now?  No, captain, I'm sorry.  I would like to get with =Science and see if we can't work it out together.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::eyes the handsome officer at the end of the bar::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::smiles and blushes:: Mondy: Thank You.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Feels very warm; excited::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::starts to rush to the Banquet and double pace::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::coughs to herself and looks away::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: His thoughts keep returning to the XO:: Self: Not the smile ... =please Kathleen don’t smile...
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Moves quite close to Lilia::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::turns at the sound of Sanad's voice... nods absently =hearing Janet::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CTO:  Well, Rikus, this is strange.  You have no evidence of the =Thelusian Flu being in your system.  I don't understand this.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::trips and falls in front of the CO ... starts laughing =uncontrollably and smiles up at her giggling::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::sees his advances:: Mondy:  Excuse me, I have other business to =attend to.  :: smiles ::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::looks very strange at her::  CMO:  That can't be true ... the ... and =then ... what about...?
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::slows down as he enters the Banquet area::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::shakes her head to clear it:: COM: CMO:  Do what you =can, I'll send Commander Storal to assist.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Reaches around Lilia to place his violin on a chair; makes physical =contact::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::senses something in Storal and her grins increases to a smile::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::cringes as she watches Sanad trip::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Lilia: Let me accompany you.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CTO:  Let me run some more scans.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@CSO: Return to the Apache to assist Dr. Naegle.  ::leans =down to help Sanad:: Sanad:  Are you all right?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=<Caillau> ::a glimmer of excitement shines in her eyes:: CEO: It's quite =exciting, sir! I'm honored that you placed me in such a position.
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Wanders around to the bar::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: blushes and bows her head :: Mondy: No ... perhaps, another time. :: =walks off slowly ::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::nods:: CMO:  Of course, sir... ::steadies himself::  Please hurry, =though...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=COM: CO: Thank you, Captain.
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::lets the CO pull him up:: CO: Oh, fine now, beautiful...
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Lilia: But...but...::watches her walk off::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Looks over at Sophia and strolls to the bar::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::smiles:: Caillau: Well, you earned it, ensign. You did excellent work =on the deflector dish back on Starbase 366.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::interested in a female, any female::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Walks to Lilia::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: walks over to a secluded table and sits down crossing her legs ::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::runs scans on the CTO::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==20ACTION: On deck 18 some crewmen are having a small party in one of the =airlocks when they decide it would be 'fun' to open up the airlock.  The =section is explosively decompressed and the crewmen are vented into space. The explosion rocks the Apache ... but in =their present state no one seems to care.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=<Caillau> CEO: Thank you, sir. I shall try not to disappoint you.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::helps Sanad to his feet, laughs slightly:: Sanad:  You =flatter me too much.  ::smiles and picks up something to fan herself::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Sees Sophia move away and feels physical discomfort::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::looks around::  CMO:  Who is on the bridge?!
=20
=Sophia says:
=@Lilia: Mind if I join you?
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::sees how warm Turnbull is:: CO: Captain ... perhaps we =should retire to my quarters ... it's much cooler there...
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Signals for a drink; takes it and gulps it down trying to cool off::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@:: looks around for a cloth to wipe her wet brow with ... her dark eyes =boring into the CSO::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::slips his arm around Captain Turnbull's waist::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: looks at Sophia then makes an "I don't care" face :: Sophia: It's a =free universe.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::feels the ship shake, and looks annoyed, but then ignores it:: =Caillau: Good. You may carry on with your duties.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::looks over at the table of food feeling very hungry, heads over:
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@:: moves away from the CO a little ... to give her some room::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::stands::  CMO:  Well...?  ::begins moving for the door::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::thinks for a minute:: CTO:  I don't know.  But what was that rocking =of the ship?
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@:: sits in an empty seat pretty close to the middle::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@Lilia: Was the break helpful?
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::grins and takes off running::  CMO:  That is what I was asking about, =who was in command!!
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=<Caillau> ::smiles and walks away, her hips swaying a bit from side to =side::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::walks up to the table and looks to see what is left to eat:
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CTO:  I'm going with you… ::runs after the CTO::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Takes second drink and turns to look over the crowd::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Doctor Naegle can't help but notice how strong =Mister Drathlai is.  She wonders if he's been working out even more than =usual.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::stares after Caillau, then shakes his head to clear it::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Smiles at Lu::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::feels his arm around her waist, tries to focus her =thoughts on what's happening:: Sanad:  You are very kind... ::thinks and =handsome::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@Sophia: That it was, I've almost got him.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::looks around::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::enters TL and holds it for CMO::  CMO:  Hurry!
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::nods back at Vokon::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=Self: Stupid virus... ::sighs, thinking about CMO::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::watches Vokon smiling at the young officer::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::smiles:: Lilia: Good. Worked on the CTO well....
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=T'Eah: T'Eah! Keep the Sickbay running!
=20
=Vokon says:
=@Lu: have you tried any of the food?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CTO: By the way, Mr. Drathlai, have you been working out?
=20
=Vokon says:
=@Lu: its very good... takes a seductive bite of a fruit::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: chuckles and smiles an evil grin :: Sophia: This is too public, =perhaps we should meet somewhere in twenty minutes that is more private =::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@Vokon:: Smiles:: :No not yet.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Smiles back:: Lu: You really should, before its all gone
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@:: takes another sip of her brandy and decides she is getting hungry::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::looks at CMO oddly::  CMO:  Umm ... Doctor?
=20
=Sophia says:
=@Lilia: Sounds fine to me. ::grins::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::looks at the food, looks as good as the last time they were here.::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks at Rikus:: CTO: Yes?
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::feels unreasonable jealousy::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: Tries not to look at the XO:: CO: Acknowledged ... Ma’am :: =summons all his energy to leave and return to the ship::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::shakes his head::  CMO: Never mind.. ::leaves TL as it opens and runs =for TAC, scanning the ship::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::Slides his PADD with his new orders towards the Captain::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@Lu: Have you tried anything yet?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@CO: Ma'am? If you like ... I could go with Commander Storal ... with my =medical background I could be of assistance to Dr. Naegle.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@Lu: How are you enjoying the concert, if I may ask
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::gulps drink and reviews his potential::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::doesn't like the feeling of losing control, is having =trouble concentrating::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::sees the breech and begins increasing SIF and bringing up =forcefields::  COM: CO:  Sir, we are having a ... umm, problem over =here.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=:: runs after him:: CTO: Not so fast, Mr.!  What do you see?  ::notices =his big strong muscles::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: smiles and stands from the table walking towards the CSO sensually =::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@Vokon:: Yes, it’s really melodic.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::smiles:: thank you =20
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::meets Lu's eyes ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::hears Linard’s voice break through the fog:: XO:  =No, your expertise may be needed here.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::picks up a fork and tries a piece of a meat dish.::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::shakes his head::  CMO:  I’ve seen nothing ... you just scared =me.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::smiles: Lu: good choice=20
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The 'blood fever' seems to increase in pitch, if that were possible, and many =officers find it blindingly impossible to ignore the nearest members of =the opposite sex. The banquet starts to thin out as officers pair off =and go to find places to be alone. It's becoming obvious something is seriously wrong here.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::figures he has a better chance than the Starfleet officer and moves =to Vokon's table::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::sees a PADD slide across the bar and glances at it:: =COM: CTO:  What kind of problem?
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::stands next to Vokon; almost panting::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::looks around the table:: Self: is it me or some people’s brain =waves are off.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::hears another mind honing in on the CSO looks to a young girl heading =his way and is now glad he is leaving:: CO: Aye, sir.. ::reluctantly =agrees::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=COM:  CO:  Sir, this fever is becoming very BAD, we have had a hull =breach and some, now unreported amount, of deaths because of this!!
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::continues picking at  her food and looking at Lu. Feels Mondy near =her and turns to look at him:::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Gives a quick glare at Lu and eyes widen as he looks Vokon up and =down::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::looks at the FCO and then at the CO:: FCO: You trying to =muscle in on my girl?!?!
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::looks at Mondy and whispers:: Mondy: Is there something wrong Mondy?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Self: Who's this angelic vision I see… ::walks over to Lilia:: =Lilia: Hello
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=Self: Maybe some work will ease my mind. ::takes a PADD and begins =writing::
=20
=Host Crewman says:
=::breaks in on the CTO's com:: COM: CO/CTO: Hey there, =Mister Tactical Sir, keep your shirt on man ... we got lots of women =back here on the ship to keep everybody happy.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::lays down her glass and sees the CSO talking with the girl...eyes =narrow::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::gulps:: Vokon: Wrong … no, not at all.  Everything looks fine.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::tries another piece of meat, but with some green leafy veggie::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: puts her arms around the CSO's neck and keeps only a few inch =distance between them:: CSO: Hello Commander. :: smiles seductively ::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::smiles and nods at Mondy then turns her attention back to Mr. Lu::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::shoves the FCO out of his seat:: FCO: Stay away from my =girl!
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::stops writing when he realizes he is writing "Janet" over and over =again::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Looks over at Sanad curiously::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::looks him up and down and smiles::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==20@::pulls away from Sanad as his words barely register:: Sanad: umm ... I =don't ... know what's happening here.   ::tries to comprehend what Rikus =just said:: COM: CTO:  What was that, Lt.?
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::glances at Vokon curiously::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Grins as FCO is pushed away from table::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::smiles sweetly at Lu::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::sends out her mental vibrations and surrounds Storal's mind ... =entrancing her with her thoughts and emotions … luring him back to =her::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::looses balance as he falls backwards::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::lets out a heavy grunt and smashes his hands into the sides of the =console::   Computer:  Lock out any and all control to any member of the =crew besides me and Mister Evans... CMO:  Okay, do we have a cure?
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::picks the FCO up off the floor, since he is just lying =there, and decks him::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Lilia: Care to dance my lovely? :: puts his hands around her waist. ::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::extends his legs far over his face and goes into a roll::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Takes Vokon's arm to remove her from the fight area::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::stands there and watches unsure::
=20
=Host Computer says:
=CTO: Unable to comply.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::pulls her arm from Mondy;:
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: breathes deeply and stares into his baby soft eyes :: Lilia: That =would sound perfect.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Vokon: Come with me.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=Computer:  Why not?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::sees Sanad deck Max:: Sanad: Stop ... Don't hurt him... =::looks at Max tenderly::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::sidesteps and quickly taps the Commanders chest with two fingers::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Looks over at Mondy::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::whirls on Tyria:: CO: You're mine, woman!!
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@::Lilia: Perfection is what I see when I gaze into your eyes my =dear… :: Begins to sway::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Watches Lilia get swept onto the dance floor::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::Hears the savagery in her mind and whirls around to find Sanad and =the FCO fighting ... begins to break her mind away from all this::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::really wonders what the heck is happening::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::steps back startled:: Sanad:  I'm what?
=20
=Host Computer says:
=CTO: Lock out of computer controls requires the consent of =at least two ranking senior officers.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::sighs softly and gets led away::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: turns his head back to the XO and smiles::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@~~~ CO: Captain, get a grip. ~~~~~
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::heads back to the CO:: CO: Is everything all right here Captain? =:;eyes Sanad carefully::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::shakes her head slowly, something’s wrong here, =why can't I remember::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: sways with him coming closer and closer.  Whispering in his ear she =says :: CSO: Why don't we find someplace more quiet, and personal? :: =keeps her head close to his ear ::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::shakes her head ... so many thoughts so many emotions, can't keep =track of them all::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::whirls back towards Lu and comes at him like a bear =ready to attack::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::hoping he still has a mental link with the Turnbull’s::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::erects forcefields around all access panels and airlocks:: Computer:  =Lock out these forcefields to anyone, code Drathlai Epsilon Delta =Four...
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Vokon: Come; let's find a quiet spot.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Nods::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Lilia: where would you like to go my dear.
=20
=Host Computer says:
=CTO: Acknowledged ... action performed.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@::looks at Max and nods:: XO:  I don't know, this virus =... what it's causing.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Wraps arm around Vokon and leads her to edge of the hall::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::follows Mondy::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: grins mischievously and whispers something into his ear pulling away =from him and taking his hand walking away from the dance floor ::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::walks  over back to his seat and sits::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::nods with a sigh of relief::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::turns back to the CSO and sees him occupied ... but is fighting =between that and her duty to her captain::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@XO:  Something has happened on the ship.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Turns to look deeply into Vokon's eyes::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::looks back into his eyes::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: grins and follows Lilia to her selected destination::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::moves closer to him::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::wonders where that female went::
=20
=Host Computer says:
=Bridge: Warning ... oxygen depletion in progress.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@CO: I think that Mr. Storal is occupied… :;glares over at them and =tries to regain herself ... fighting everything with all she has::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::but then wonders about the situation::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=Computer:  Source?
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Leans slightly forward; softly pulls Vokon towards him::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::moves to OPS::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Falls softly against him::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::leans back in his chair:: *CMO*: Janet? It's Jon. I was wondering if =you found anything?
=20
=Host Computer says:
=Bridge: Oxygen for bridge atmosphere is being shunted to =deck 12.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: glances over at Sophia and leads the CSO to a dark empty room ::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Vokon: You are exceptional.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=Computer:  By whose order?!?!
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@CO: I think we should go back to the ship and find out what's going on
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::blushes slightly and looks him deep in the eyes:: is that a practiced =line or an original? ::smiles sweetly::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Watches as Lilia leads an officer to the back::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::tries to look for someone sane enough to talk to::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Places nose against hers and breathes softly onto her cheek::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@XO:  I think we may need to get back to the ship, =something happened there.  ::wishes she could remember what Rikus told =her::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Self: Ky wake up... there is something wrong.. :: but he just blindly =follows Lilia into the room::
=20
=Host Computer says:
=CTO: Chief Environmental Engineer Lieutenant JG Kerdor =requested the input.
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::pants softly;:
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::feels her uniform is stuck to her body from perspiration, but fights =it immensely::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@CO: Agreed, let's go...while we still have the chance
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::nuzzles her cheek to his::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=*CEE*:  Mister Kerdor, may I ask why you are stealing our O2?
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::passion rises unnaturally::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=@::passes out in the middle of the banquet hall::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::feels a sudden rush of emotion::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: closes the door behind them and whirls around inching closer to =Kylorean Storal as she takes out a hypo spray from her pocket and mildly =sedates him ::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=@::hears the Captains request and gets up,:: CO/XO: I should probably =join you two.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@Vokon: How have I missed seeing the real you all this time?
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::thinks "one more time":: COM: CO: Sir, we are having major problems =with all crew besides myself and mister Evans, request actions?
=20
=Host CEE_Kerdor says:
=*CTO*: No big deal, Rikie, just having some fun...
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::reaches out to find Storal's mind and embraces it with her =own...trying to break him free from the trance::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@Mondy: I’m sure you've missed a lot of things ... but I’m =sure you'll make up for it, won’t you?=20
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=@XO:  You're right.  COM: CTO: Two to return to the Apache. = ::nods to the FCO::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=Computer:  Override the Lt's order ... return ALL ships systems, besides =actions preformed by myself, to normal parameters.
=20
=Host Computer says:
=CTO: Unable to comply.
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Leans forward and nibbles on her left ear::  Vokon: ::whispers:: Of =course.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::punches some buttons and transports the CO::  Computer:  Why...?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: feels the XO trying to reach him and tries to fight ::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::smiles and presses against him::
=20
=Host Cmdr Sanad says:
=ACTION: The Captain and FCO are immediately beamed back to =the Apache ... and materialize outside main engineering.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CTO* Do what you can...
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::looks around, then feels a beam out::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::ignores the rest of the room as they bond almost as one::
=20
=Host Computer says:
=CTO: Lock out of computer functions requires the consent of =at least two ranking senior officers.
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: pushes him onto a chair and ties his arms and legs together to it :: =CSO: What is in the Apache Cargo! :: gets  her truth serum and injects =him with it ::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=@::waits with the CO to be beamed aboard and senses what is going on:: =CSO: Come on Ky... :: knows he can't really hear her ... only just sense =her mind from what she is doing::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::looks around ME and at the engineers fooling around::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=OPS:  Help me lock out these functions, please?
=20
=Host OPS_Evans says:
=CTO: Aye, sir... ::goes to tactical::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::runs her hands over him and pants softly unable to control her self::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::runs to a console in ME::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::shrugs and puts his feet up on his console::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::materializes outside main engineering:: FCO: Why here?  =::enters Engineering with Max::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: XO Linard, on the other hand, materializes in =transporter room 1 interrupting a transporter operator and a female =engineer who are getting busy on the transporter console.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::sees Lt. Yeung relaxing::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=Computer:  Lock out all personnel besides mine and Mister Evans ... by =our order.
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::notices FCO and CO:: CO/FCO: Hello!
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CEO:  What is going on here?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::feels her mind regaining control and she coughs at the two officers:: =TR Op/EO: Attention!!
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::gives a furtive glance at the others in the hall:: Vokon: Let's find =a quieter spot.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@: Tries to resist:: Lilia: The cargo??
=20
=Host OPS_Evans says:
=Computer: This is Lieutenant David Z. Evans ... comply with =the CTO's order.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=CEO: Lt. Yeung. What are you doing?
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::Smiles a little breathlessly and nods:: ok
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=CO: Umm ... I have no idea Captain.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CTO*: Commander Lu and I are in main engineering, now what =is this problem?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::waves around ME:: CO: Well, as you can see, Captain, we seem to be on =a break.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::taps her combadge:: *CO*: Captain? Can you hear me? What is your =position?
=20
=Host Computer says:
=CTO/OPS: Acknowledged ... all computer functions locked out =to all personnel with the exception of Lieutenant David Z Evans and =Lieutenant Rikus Drathlai.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=*CO*:  Sir, we have had a hull breach and crew members are having "fun" =messing with systems... this Virus has run rather ramped...
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::shouts angrily:: CSO: What are the latest Star Fleet Intelligence =discoveries? :: calms down a bit and becomes seductive again as she sits =on his lap trying to calm him down as well ::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Guides Vokon out a side door::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=*CTO*: Rikus what is wrong?
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::goes with him::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*XO* I am in Main Engineering ... for some odd reason.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Lilia: I thought that you wanted to dance my love??
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=*CO*:  And, sir, I believe at least one of our nice orchestra players is =some sort of spy ... I am ... confused but...
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::looks to the two "busy" crew members and watches them scramble for =their clothes:: Crewmen: Back to your posts! That's an order!
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=*FCO*:  Max, sir, we could use some help up here ... are you and the =Captain ... normal?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CTO*: Have you completed an override of the computer =system?
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=CO: I think we should beam all Apache crew back onboard.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=*CO*:  Yes, sir, Mister Evans and me have...
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: manipulates her eyebrows and facial expressions to look weak and =needing :: CSO: Oh but I do sweetie, but I need this information so that =I don't get in trouble.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO:  Take care of that then
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*CO*: Main Engineering? Is Lu with you?
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::alone with Vokon all thoughts are centered on her::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CTO* Good, see what you can do to reverse the damage.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=*XO*: Sir, are you near a TR?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks around the bridge, looking for CTO::
=20
=Sophia says:
=@::Wanders over to the bar, and orders a drink::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*FCO*: I'm in TR 1
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::looks into his eyes and moves her lips back to his::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=*CO*: I have it contained currently, I'll keep scanning and fixing... =::scans the ship for other "problems"::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Lilia: Why would you get into trouble my love??? I can protect you.. :: =smiles and winks::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*XO*: Yes, he's here... ::notices that the ship too is =unbearably hot::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=*XO*: If you are, it might be wise to try and beam all crewmembers back =onboard.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::glances at climate control::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CTO: Rikus?  What's going on, now?
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=CMO:  We could use you helping us reverse these problems... ::motions to =a console::
=20
=Lilia says:
=@:: gets up off his lap and strips his uniform off ::  CSO: Tell me what =I'm asking love, and that will leave more time for us ...
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::tries to get climate settings back to normal::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*FCO*: Agreed. *CO*: Has the Doctor made any headway with this virus? =::heads for the transporter controls::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::tries to concentrate and all she can concentrate on is Rikus::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=CO: Captain, I find myself unable to do...anything. Anything you can =suggest?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::attempts to lock on to Apache's remaining crew on the surface at the =banquet::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Lilia: But we can have all the time in the world my love... Come with =me...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*XO* Isolating it as the cause, yes.  Finding a treatment, =no.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::finds something and corrects it::  Aloud:  First ... and then the ... =and now ... what a wonderful day.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::goes to a console and pushes some buttons::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=*CO*:  Do you think we should begin beaming people back to the Apache?
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::looks into his eyes hungrily;:
=20
=Lilia says:
=@CSO: Oh but baby, you're not listening, I need this information before =I can do anything. ::seductively kisses him on his ear and begins =whispering into it::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::locks on to the combadge and isolates their signals initiating =transport::
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Sees her look and moans with deep love::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CEO:  Concentrate on your work Mr. Yeung. ::notices Jon's =appearance for the first time:: CEO:  The new uniform suits you.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Nothing happens with the XO's transporter...
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::tries transporting again::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::shakes her head:: *CTO* Yes, retrieve all crew from the =surface::
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::presses against him::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Nothing happens again with the XO's transporter...
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::begins transporting all the crew from the surface to the Apache::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=:: growls under her breath:: *CTO*: Why can't I bring anyone aboard?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Lilia: I like it when you do that my dearest.  Just come with me and I =shall protect you from all the vile creatures that seek to harm you…
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::grins at the CO:: CO: Thank you, captain. And may I say, for a woman =who's just given birth, you are in very fine shape.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::takes a console and works with tries to get a skeletal lock on CSO::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::still trying to concentrate, but can't help herself, goes over to CTO =and puts her arm around him::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::initiates the transport::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=*XO*:  I didn't know you were "sane".  Computer:  Allow XO Linard access =to Transporter controls... OPS:  Tell this stupid thing, too...
=20
=Mondy says:
=@::Can't believe he has overlooked this passionate beauty::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: As the CTO begins transporting officers; they =disappear off the surface of W'Lendan Prime and materialize in different parts of =the ship. This includes CSO Storal and Lilia who is touching him at the =time of transport.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::looks at CMO and then backs up, pushing her away:: CMO:: Oh, no you =don't!!
=20
=Lilia says:
=@::dematerializes off of the surface while sitting on the CSO's lap::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::gets his feet  off the console and leaps up from his seat::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks stricken:: CTO: But, but, Rikus!
=20
=Vokon says:
=@::runs her finger down his cheek and looks him deeply wondering how =come she never noticed his lovely eyes before::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::checks on the status of the crew::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=::moves her to a remote part of the bridge:: Computer:  Erect a =forcefield around the CMO... ::returns to transport controls::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::smiles at the CEO's comment:: CEO: Thank you, Lt. That's =very kind of you.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@:: materializes back on the Apache:: Lilia: you came with me my love.. =now we can be together and no one will harm you.
=20
=Host Computer says:
=CTO: Acknowledged ... ::forcefield snaps into place around =CMO::
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::goes to another console, and brings up ship's status::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CTO: I'll remember this at your next physical, Buster!
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=Computer: Erect a level 8 forcefield around the beamed up crew.
=20
=Lilia says:
=:: looks around nervously and stands up ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::wonders what is wrong with her::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*CO* It appears our crew has returned ... I'm heading to sickbay to see =if I can find out what's going on with this virus...
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=*CO*:  Sir, if you and anyone else who is sane return to the bridge we =can use the phasers to put all crew into a nice deep sleep until we are =ready...
=20
=Host Computer says:
=FCO: Unable to comply...
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::leaves the TR and heads for Sickbay::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=CMO:  You do that... ::gives her an evil glare::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=Self: Argh.  Computer: Clarify!
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=Computer:  Beam the FCO, XO, and CO to the bridge...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::makes a mental note to put something nasty in his file::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*XO*: Understood…  ::tries to shake the reverie:: *CTO*: =On my way
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=CO: Looks like we got a hull breach. It's been emergency sealed.
=20
=Host Computer says:
=FCO: At 2300 hours Lieutenant Evans and Lieutenant Drathlai =locked out all command controls.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::enters the TL:: TL: Deck 5
=20
=Lilia says:
=::: taps her comm badge :: *Sophia*: Help, I've been transported =somewhere.
=20
=Sophia says:
=@*Lilia*: Any idea where?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The CO/XO/FCO are beamed to the bridge...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Lilia: What’s wrong my love, you’re safe now..
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::hears Lt. Yeung:: CO: A hull breach, any indication as to =the cause?  ::walks over and puts a hand on his shoulder::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::exits TL and enters Sickbay spotting the CMO:: CMO: Evening Doctor ... =how are things? ::dematerializes::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=Self: Well...
=20
=Lilia says:
=*Sophia*: It looks like a Federation Starship! :: feels nervous ::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::materializes on the bridge::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=Computer:  Erect a forcefield around the CO, XO, and FCO...
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::materializes on the bridge and looks around:: CO/FCO: what's going =on?? I was just in sickbay?
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::looks at Rikus::
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=::walks forward, but hits a forcefield::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: tries to break free:: Lilia: untie me my love so that I can protect =you
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::glances back at where the CO was … and smiles before realizing =she’s transported away:: CO: Well ... looks like a couple of =crewmen thought it would be fun for a swim in space.
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=CTO: Rikus, Lower the forcefield.
=20
=Lilia says:
=:: gets a hypo spray and sedates the CSO ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Forcefield snaps into place around the FCO, CO, and =XO::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=Computer:  Set shipboard phasers to HEAVY stun and prepare to phase all =non-bridge compartments::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: What's going here? CTO: Why are you doing this?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::looks around the bridge disappointed, her thoughts still =on the rugged, sexy form of Lt. Yeung::
=20
=Lilia says:
=*Sophia*: What do I do?
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=Computer:  And make sure you do not phaser the bridge ... and do NOT =phaser me and OPS Evans!
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CTO: yeah, Rikus, Why?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: falls unconscious and slumps in the chair::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CTO:  What is the meaning of this?
=20
=CEO_Yeung says:
=::blinks at the disappearance of the CO::
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=All:  Be quiet, now ... Computer: Initiate Phaser blasts...
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=CTO: excuse me Lt?
=20
=Sophia says:
=@*Lilia*: Are you in the transporter room?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CTO: Rikus ... don't do this ... I'm fine ... I can help find a cure for =this...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=XO: I believe our Mr. Drathlai has some explaining to do.
=20
=CTO_Drathlai says:
=All:  Everyone one the bridge will not be hit by this...
=20
=FCO_Lu says:
=CTO: If you’re going to do it then do it!
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The computer takes several moments to reroute the =appropriate circuit pathways before the Apache's halls become a blaze of phaser fire as it rockets through the corridors and down through the =decks. It is only moments before each and every terminal on the ship has =expelled a phaser blast into each room leaving everyone unconscious.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 2 >>>>>>>>>>=20

